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An mternational political theory symposrnm was held at ICU on June 18 under 

the auspices of SSRI, the Dms1on of Social Sciences and the Peace Research Instト

加担of由euniversity It w田 mdeedan exciting occasion to have such a symposium at 

ICU by havmg emment and leading-though回 lativelyyoung political theorists 

from the United States, the Great Britain, and Japan as speakers and commentators 

About出国ypeople joined the symposium bo血frominside and from outside of the 

university 

Dr. Jon Simons’paper was concerned with a new way of looking at the old 

theme: aesthetics and polil!cs In terms of the a田theticizationof politics he sought 

for a hberatmg alternative to notorious fascist vers10ns of romanttc1zed politics. He 

came up with the notion of an aestheuc politics of the self by referring to Michel 

Foucault’s reappropnation of N1etzschean“aesthetics of existence.”Commenta 

to四’ qu田ttonswe問 focusedon the defimt10ns of such important concepts as poli-
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tics, aesthetics, and intrapersonal pohll田 Dr.Simon’s approach to this ever-impor-

臼nttheme of aesthetics and politics proved to be postmodern through and through I 

noticed that血ereexisted a slight gap in perception and premise between Dr. Simons 

and other participants m the discussion including those who raised questions and 

comments from the floor 

P四fessorStephen Macedo of Syracuse Umversity could not amve at the sympo-

sium on lime due to the unexpected日1ghtcancellation which he had suffered. So 

Professor Nancy Rosenblum read his paper mstead The paper agam was a stimulat-

mg one, illustrating well what a Rawlsian liberalism’s argument 1s like in contempo-

rary America. The paper h田 presentedthe case very well for出esignificance of the 

concepts of diversity and tolerat10n in liberal democratic soci国iesAlso impressive 

was his search for a "judgmental liberalism”or a“civic liberalism”which was sup-

posed to sustain liberal democrattc societies both as people’s general ethos and the 

basic principle of such soc1ettes. 


